
Rumba/Inside Passage is seeking a Bar Manager to help lead our team! 

Rumba/Inside Passage is looking for a Bar Manager to help oversee our team.  We 
are looking for a self-motivated leader who works behind the bar and has a strong 
understanding of cocktails, ingredients and flavor profiles. This person will help 
create, run and maintain the cocktail program for both Rumba and Inside Passage.   

The ideal candidate will have a strong knowledge of rum including rum history, 
rum brands, rum flavor profiles, etc.  

This is an hourly, tipped position and the bar manager is be expected to work 4-5 
days a week including 2-3 shifts behind the bar.   

Some of the things we are looking for is a leader who … 

• can create unique, balanced cocktails which work with liquor cost goals. 

• can oversee and curate a 750+ bottle rum list. 

• creates a positive working environment for the entire staff while still 

maintaining an attention to detail our guests expect. 

• understands the goal of Rumba/Inside Passage is to exceed the guest’s 

expectation and is willing to go above and beyond to ensure they are happy. 

• thrives in an extremely busy bar daily without getting overwhelmed. 

• understands bar costing principles and can meet monthly budget goals for 

liquor cost and size of liquor inventory. 

• be a problem solver when issues come up. 

• has a solid understanding of buying & optimizing quantity discounts, 

while remaining conscious of cash flow. 

 

Duties & Expectations include: 

Works at least 35-45 hours a week, 4-5 days per week, including 2-3 bar shifts. 

Responsible for weekly ordering of wine, beer, liquor & other cocktail 
ingredients. 

Code and turn in liquor invoices to the bookkeeper weekly. 



Counts end of month inventory with help from other managers. 

Helps oversee the bar/server team and their responsibilities (cocktail development, 
rum education and procurement, canned cocktail program, batched cocktails) 

Assists GM to provide accurate payroll numbers to the bookkeeper twice a month.   

Compensation: 

Hourly pay depending on previous experience. 

Tips when working shifts behind the bar. 

Potential for quarterly bonuses if bars are profitable and beverage cost goals are met. 

Heath Insurance (50% paid by employer) 

Free Meal Credit During Working Shift 

  

….if working in an underwater, sunken ship while overseeing one of the world’s 
largest rum inventories and overseeing a party every night sounds like fun… please 
apply!   

  

www.rumbaonpike.com 

www.insidepassageseattle.com 

www.pikestreethg.com 

 

 

 


